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Since the first days of using the Internet, users around the world have used it to share files with each other. Home users sometimes find this a cheap way to share media such as music, video and software. File sharing wasn't so widespread when it meant competing for modem connections and then waiting hours to
download a large file just to get one, short, poorly pixilated video. Now, you are more likely to connect your home computer to a fast, reliable Internet connection, and have plenty of hard drive space available. With these two ingredients, you can share even the biggest video files, including high quality TV shows and
feature films. As online file sharing has grown, media organizations around the world are constantly working against piracy of copyrighted material. However, for every file-intensive Internet site that was forced to close due to copyright infringements, much more was launched in its place. With the number of Internet users
also continuing to grow, confidence has grown among file-sharing enthusiasts that little laws can do to stop them from sharing all types of media. This confidence is reflected in the name of one of these websites: Pirate Bay. The Pirate Bay ad tracks files that can be downloaded using bitTorrent, a widely used standard for
file sharing over the Internet. Pirate Bay is free for personal use, and it claims to set itself apart, providing content not only for free but also censorship. Site administrators ask you for only a few things: take responsibility for the content you share, refrain from sharing malicious and illegal content, and not use the tracker in
a way that violates the privacy of other users. Pirate Bay does not provide any service guarantees and reserves the right to publish any information about violations of its use policy. This article covers how to use The Pirate Bay to share files online, and describes the site's history and legal problems. What does The Pirate
Bay have in common with Apple, Amazon, Netflix, Disney, HBO and Hulu? Streaming service. Yes, the notorious torrent platform is a test of a new feature that allows you to stream high-quality video directly from the browser, as noted by TorrentFreak. This is what the new 'B' icon is under the torrent of records for, in
case you're wondering. By clicking on it, you can upload content to a new site called BayStream without downloading it. Credit: TorrentFreak At the moment, the service is pretty spotty - especially when used through a Pirate Bay proxy. Icon B is broken in proxy sites (instead, you'll see text play and - from the views of it -
so streaming implementation. The service still works perfectly through some proxies, but you may have to dig in. When it works, however, things seem to load quickly and there are hardly any delays. This is despite the fact that the content appears to be the source of the torrent torrent As TorrentFreak notes, it was not
immediately clear whether the Pirate Bay streaming was controlled or by outsiders. Be that as it may, this is not the first time a torrent platform has experimented with streaming. Back in 2016, the site briefly allowed content to be streamed directly into your browser through Torrents Time integration. It will be interesting to
see if the streaming platform attracts many users, especially if Pirate Bay (or whoever runs it) prefers to keep it around. Some studies have previously shown that one of the negative effects of multiple streaming exclusives is a blow to piracy. Who would have thought people would turn to piracy instead of adding another
monthly subscription just so they could admire Baby Yoda? Shocking. Read next: With more than 10,000 units sold, a score of Parallels Desktop and 12 more Mac apps priced at less than $50 today AppsThe Pirate BayAmazon.comNetflixThe Walt Disney CompanyHBOHuLuBitTorrent Like most bitTorrent sites, Pirate
Bay does not require login to search for shared files, or start downloading these files. From the pirate bay homepage, just enter the search criteria and click either the Pirate Search or Google-like option I feel happy with. Use links and checkboxes to view available torrents in some popular categories. If you're new to
using BitTorrent, click How can I download it? to learn useful information about setting up a BitTorrent client on your home computer. As described in How BitTorrent Works, your BitTorrent client connects to a tracker (in this case a Pirate Bay tracker) that contains torrent files. These torrent files will help you find nodes
that have the file you're looking for. When you start downloading a file, you can watch you interact with other peers in your swarm using features in your BitTorrent client. When the download is complete, you can continue to be a seeder (providing all parts of the file), or you can stay leecher (downloading the file but not
giving the file to others after downloading). To help you when choosing a torrent to download, The Pirate Bay shows the number of seeers and leechers that exist around the same time that you did your search. Advertising What if your band wants to share their new single with Pirate Bay users, or you want to publish
your book as a free download? You can do this, too, by becoming a member of Pirate Bay. Click the Sign up button from the homepage, fill out the form and confirm your registration via email. Then log in to Pirate Bay and click on the Upload torrent link at the bottom of the page. You can add a torrent in two ways: use
this web form directly or use the Announce URL shown in the torrent option in your BitTorrent client. When you torrent, the client downloads the torrent file to the tracker and you can make yourself available as a propa image for that file. Only registered Pirate Bay users have access to adult content (pornography). If the
category is activated in personal preferences, he or she will be able to access adult videos in his or her search results, and becomes a search category from the homepage. This material is not censored, but some users report that child pornography is not allowed and all materials are to be removed in accordance with
the use policy. If you are sensitive to adult materials or other possible search results, be careful when looking for downloads in Pirate Bay. Pirate Bay has a great online community in its forum and its Internet Relay Chat (IRC) channel. The SuprBay Forum, accessing the Forum link on the homepage, includes discussion
of various file-sharing topics, news and announcements about Pirate Bay, as well as tutorials to help new users and answer frequently asked questions. The IRC channel (#thepiratebay.org) takes place in irc.efnet.net, and offers you a real-time chat with playful, eager to help users who take a lot of pride in Pirate Bay.
Join our newsletter for technical tips, reviews, free e-books and exclusive deals! Please confirm your email address in an email we just sent to you. Whether you're on the side of an anti-piracy brigade or free movies for all the brigade doesn't matter. Yes, torrent sites do facilitate illegal file sharing, but you'll also find
sources for legal torrents to obtain legitimate copyright-free content. Pirate Bay is used to be the top torrent site in the world, but a string of legal battles mean that the site is now a shadow of its former self. If you want some of the best alternatives to The Pirate Bay for free torrents, keep reading. Download torrents:
MakeUseOf's warning does not justify using torrents to obtain content illegally. The use of the following sites for illegal purposes is done entirely at your own risk. MakeUseOf is not responsible for any legal issues you encounter. In almost every country in the world, it is illegal to download torrents of copyrighted movies,
games, TV shows and music if you have not yet legally owned the content. It's intellectual property theft. Using torrents for illegal downloads can put you at risk of losing your internet connection, getting fined, or even getting a custodial sentence. If you want to know more, here's our guide to exactly what torrent. 1.
RARBG RARBG has become one of the most established torrent sites in the world. The site focuses on high-quality video releases and has a huge amount of available content. RARBG also offers a rudimentary but effective way to find new files thanks to its Top 10 lists in various categories. The popularity of the site has
made it one of the most visited domains Internet. It consistently ranks in the top 350 on Alexa. 2. 1337x.to 1337x is one of the most well-designed alternatives to The Pirate Bay; You can easily filter different types of torrent files with a button at the bottom of the screen. The site has survived various legal battles. It was not
available on Google Google results following a 2015 request from Feelgood Entertainment. This, however, can still be searched through privacy-oriented search engines like DuckDuckGo. 1337x.to has developed a reputation for providing access to obscure and difficult to find torrents. 3. YTS.AM group YIFY (also known
as YTS), was a group dedicated to the release of torrents of popular films. The videos were known as high-quality with small file sizes. Perhaps predictably, a lawsuit from the Film Association of America saw the group get shut down in 2015. YTS.AM is the rebirth of the YIFY group and is usually seen as its natural
successor. 4. TorLock Torlock is another great alternative to Pirate Bay. The site offers some of the most reliable torrent downloads. Most of its index was created at a time when users were paid $1 for each fake link they reported---while we don't see any information that assumes that the offer is still in place. Torlock also
claims to offer a strict privacy policy. Developers don't record your actions or track you all over the Internet. The same can not necessarily be said about other torrent download sites. Finally, it seems that Torlock is one of the few free torrent sites that care about the legality. It promises to respond to all dcMA takedown
notices within three days. 5. KickassTorrents KickassTorrents is not the site that it once was. This is a far cry from the time when Pirate Bay and KickassTorrents were duking it out to be the number one torrent site on the internet. Indeed, in 2014 KickassTorrents was the most popular torrent site in the world. The
destruction of the site began in 2016 after U.S. authorities seized the domain, but it has since risen from the ashes. Although the torrent file library in the site index has shrunk from its peak, KickassTorrents remains a trusted site that is easy to navigate and download the files you need. 6. LimeTorrents Another site that
has grown in popularity over the last couple of years, LimeTorrents is definitely worth checking out if you are struggling to find a specific torrent that you want. Navigation is simple--- there are filters for movies, music, TV--- shows, games, apps and anime, as well as specialized tools such as top torrent lists, cloud search
and torrent trackers. 7. Sukle Sukle is a relative newcomer to the list of the best torrent sites, but it has become instantly popular thanks to its 4.2 million proven torrents, 6.9 PB data, and a solid mix of software and video content. Perhaps unequivocally, the community of zuccle users has played a significant role in how
the site looks and behaves. The result is an easy-to-navigate homepage and--- for those who create an account---live RSS feeds and subscriptions. 8. Torrentz2 Music Lovers should check the content available on The meta-search engine combines the results of dozens of search engines to offer you an extensive list of
files. Of course, the Torrentz brand has been around for over a decade. Years. was the second most popular torrent site on the Internet in 2012 and 2015 before it was closed. Today this alternative is Pirate Bay to keep a low profile and specializes in audio files. If you want to add security, Torrentz2 is also available as a
bow site through the Tor router. 9. Like the YIFY group, ESTV has created torrent files and made them available on other popular torrent sites. When KickassTorrents faced legal difficulties, EzTV decided to take the operation to their homes and launched its own alternative to The Pirate Bay. In terms of design, the site is
not as easy to use as some of its competitors; it is the quality and variety of torrents that keeps people coming back. 10. Torrents.io formerly known as Torrents.me, the site acts as an aggregator for many of the best other torrent sites on the Internet. It includes results from Pirate Bay, 1337x, RARBG, and more. Uniquely,
Torrents.io offers search trends for different torrents on home page charts. The data gives you some fresh insight into the most popular torrents in the world at any given time. Foreign Language Torrents If English is not your primary language, don't worry. Here are three non-English torrent sites: Mejor Torrent (Spanish):
The user interface is not great, but with 25 million users it is conveniently the most popular Spanish torrent site in the world. LostFilmTV: Despite the English-language name, LostFilmTV is the most popular torrent site for Russian content since the closure of Rutracker. Torrent9 (French): Torrent9 boasts more than two
million French torrents. It is popular in France, Belgium and Canada. The best Pirate Bay Alternative 10 sites on our list should be enough to find the torrent you want. But what is the best alternative to Pirate Bay? This is not an easy choice--- are constantly changing and evolving. If we had to choose, we would say the
design and number of torrents at 1337x give it an advantage. You should always use a VPN when downloading torrents. We recommend ExpressVPN and CyberGhost. To find out more, check out the best underground torrent sites you didn't know. We've also shown the best apps to convert information hashes into
torrent magnets. Apple is showing a powerful and budget-friendly HomePod Mini New HomePod packed with lots of great features, but don't worry about it breaking the bank. Related Topics Online BitTorrent Download Management About Author Dan Price (1393 Articles Published) More from Dan Price pirates bay free
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